
Water Themes to teach to Early Years 
 

Theme – Water is Life 

Activity – becoming Aware of water every day 

Props: gift bottle of water, Water Corp picture cards on water drops and labels 

A. Water is a Gift - Show children the bottle of water with a ribbon around it - ‘I have a gift for you 

and it is very precious and special so we need to look after it?  what is it and why is it precious ? 

B. Look at all the things we use this gift for. What is happening in each picture water drop  and 

get children to place the activities  around the gift. 

C. Extension Activity - match the labels to the activities. 

What other ways can you use this resource and how can you extend this learning? 

Activity–Where does our water come from?   

Props: LGSWA & Water Corp water supply string trace activity, picture props,  Water Corp What 

am I sheet ?, Picture Book – ‘the tap doctor book, A loose parts play kit of  boxes and tubes and 

itsy bitsy spider song. 

A. Where does our water come from?  Ask the question and listen to the answers & show  a 

tap (or picture of one) BUT how does water get to our taps? 

B. USE picture props to tell a story:  

‘Our Water supply comes from the rain and can be collected in dam/rivers (show Picture of surface 

water sources), it can run underground and be collected there (show Picture of caves) or it can come 

from desalination/evaporation (show picture of the ocean)  and it must be treated before it comes 

through pipes to our homes and is delivered through taps’  

C. Trace how water travels with your fingers on the picture or use the string to follow the 

pipes as they follow the way water comes from these places down the pipes and to our 

homes. 

D. Reinforce how water gets to our taps – Sing ‘ itsy bitsy spider song ‘– sing and watch you 

tube story – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_lCi8U49mY 

E. Colour in ‘what am I?’ picture from Water Corp - A tap ! Read the tap doctor book. 

F. Extension Activity -  Loose parts play activity:   Use shoeboxes for houses and toilet rolls for 

drainpipes to connect up a drainage system for water  or make a drainage system with pvc 

pipes to direct children’s water bottles at end of day to the garden beds.  

What other ideas have you got for demonstrating where our water comes from? What re-use 

materials could you use? 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_lCi8U49mY


Water Themes to teach to Early Years 
 

Theme – How we can conserve water 

Activity – Conserving water  

Props – 6 Watercorp posters, of Walter the Water drop sharing messages, LGS Book ‘Ways to save 

water’, toy cars/bikes to wash, pictures of people wasting water. 

Our language is vital here, use words such as; we ‘rescue’ water, the water we save = ‘lucky drops’, 

we are water ‘conservers’, let’s be ‘waterwise’ 

A. What does Walter the water drop say? Use the 6 water Corp posters to elicit from children 

what Walter’s message is and then put them up together. Put Walter drops above the taps. 

B. Read ‘Ways to Save Water’  and make up picture cards of people wasting water and ask 

what they should do instead ? 

C. Extension Activity -watch Caillou’s story ‘Every Drop Counts” on  youtube:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-Scip9Vvqk 

Other Hands on Activities :  

D. Run a Kiddy car wash - Run a ‘waterwise’ car wash with children’s bikes, tricycles and plastic 

cars. Ensure this is on the grass, with rags to reuse/ phosphorous free detergent or just 

water and a bucket instead of a hose. 

E. Appoint  2 children as water inspectors each day  to monitor water wastage and check for 

any leaks. 

What other suggestions can you implement in your centre to conserve water? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y-Scip9Vvqk


Water Themes to teach to Early Years 
 

Theme – How does our water get polluted? 

Activity - Understand the water cycle 

Props – rain cloud plastic bottles/milk cartons  (2 types: stratonimbus rain clouds & cumulonimbus 

storm clouds) equipment to build a  water catchment in a tray or sandpit, old alfoil, water, stones, 

plants & floating and small waste objects, egg carton, red food colouring and nutmeg on a paper 

towel.  

A. Children become rain clouds – water comes from rain first and the rain comes from the 

clouds. Make clouds by piercing holes on the side of a 2 L plastic soft drink bottle and  in  the 

lid of a plastic milk bottle and  fill them with water. Experiment what happens when the rain 

‘cloud’ releases its water in certain places (e.g. on the path, the lawn, the sand, a compacted 

area and under a tree). Discuss where the water goes: it soaks into the ground, forms 

puddles on the path and dries up, plants drink it or it runs into the drains.  

B. Build a catchment in the sandpit or in a sand tray by creating a river, the sea and elevated  

land. Using recycled alfoil, create a river by rolling out the alfoil and pushing the sides up. 

Allow children to place rocks and trees in this catchment.  Run water through the river, 

allowing children to explore with various floating objects, (including some plastic) make sure 

you have a tray at the end of the river to catch the water in which is the sea. Discuss why it is 

not good that plastic goes into the sea .. 

C. Combine the clouds game to show how the water cycle works - using the bottle clouds 

pretend to collect and fill your clouds from the sea, then carry them over the land, lifting 

them high until they get too heavy then let the children pour the water over the catchment 

at top of the water course and watch it drain back to the sea. Make a relay game with each 

child turn taking at being a cloud and they swap when their first rains hit the sea. 

D. To consolidate the water cycle, show youtube clip of how it works below   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm6HthxtzPw or make the water cycle in a bag with a 

ziplock bag and allow children to take it home to monitor on their own window. 

E. Extension activity  - Using an egg carton resting on paper towel, some nutmeg, and red food 

colouring to demonstrate how pollution can travel in water and seap into the ground too. 

Pour water slowly from a jug into one egg cup of the carton and watch all the material 

travel, leave it for 10 mins and watch the colour seap into the paper towel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm6HthxtzPw
https://www.playdoughtoplato.com/water-cycle-bag/


Water Themes to teach to Early Years 
 

Activity - Waste in our ocean and stormwater   

Props - 3 x plastic fish on fishing lines made out of old plastic lids, a bucket of water and 3 

pollutants in jars, jar of water with floating plastic in it, a strainer.  

A. Simulated Fishing awareness activity – give children 3 fishing lines dangling in a bucket of 

water and ask if they have caught any fish. When they pull the fish in, note whether the fish 

are ok which unfortunately they are NOT so explore why this is.  

a. Observe the water and note the little pieces of plastic floating in it, what is the 

problem with this? show a jar of water with plastic floating in it which looks like an 

animal? elicit the a jelly fish and who eats jelly fish?  Fish do. Look back at your fishes 

on their lines – who has eaten a jelly fish?  the one with plastic stuck to it’s middle. 

b. Observe the water again and get one child to pour green liquid from jar into the 

water – what is this? – would you like to swim through it and breath it through your 

gills? this is fertiliser  used by farmers to grow their food quickly and when it rains 

these run into the sea – oops they make our fish sick – which fish has died from this? 

the fish painted green on the inside. 

c. Look at the water again & pour yellow detergent into it. Do you  remember dad was 

cleaning the car on the driveway  on the road  ? Then it rained and this detergent 

went into the storm drain which leads to the sea and  it has starved this fish of 

oxygen. Yellow on its stomach. 

d. Try to clean up the water now - give one child a strainer which can collect the 

plastic in our bucket but did you know the plastic never goes away it just breaks up 

into tinier and tinier pieces?  and how will we clean the coloured water? any ideas ? 

experiment. 

B. Create a picture story to show children the messages of what we should do to protect our 

waterways. Show the picture and read the story line below – then elicit the answer to your 

question. 

 Pic 1- Jack has just had a picnic in the park and there are no bins nearby – what should he 

do ?  

Pic 2 - Jacks dad is checking the oil in his car picture –why he is doing this ? 

Pic 3 – jack’s dad has finished painting and is wiping his brushes on newspaper – ask why 

isn’t he washing the brush with water? 

Pic 4 – jack’s dad is sweeping leaf litter up  - what will he do next ?  

Pic 5 –picking up the dog  poo when you take the dog for a walk – what will mum always 

carry with her ? 

 

 

 

 

 


